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Here’s what parents have 
been saying about our School
Residency Program:

“So much laughter and fun! … Thank
you for your time, effort, and

commitment to bring the life and 
love of theatre and the arts to

schools and children.”
- Parent from West Dalhousie

@QuestTheatreCalgary

Adventure Awaits!
We are a touring Theatre for

Young Audiences company based
in Calgary that creates community

through exceptional theatre
adventures for young people

throughout Alberta.

Quest Pursues Creativity 

Quest Makes it Meaningful 

Quest Celebrates Theatre

Quest Encourages Community

Quest is Responsible

Our ValuesOur Values
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Spring & Summer Camps
Quest Theatre’s Camps
celebrate the organic,
ridiculous, and brilliant

creations of a child.

Fall and Spring Tours
Suitable for K - 6

Quest is a professional theatre company
that develops meaningful, relevant
performances specifically designed to
tour Alberta schools.

With the excitement of collaborative
projects, innovative approaches, artistic
risks, we bring joy, spark imaginations,
and also create cycles of inquiry,
understanding, empathy, and action.

School 
Touring 
Productions

Suitable for K-12 
Funding assistance available 

Quest Theatre’s residency program
provides schools with an interactive
week-long theatrical experience where a
team of industry artists facilitate the
creation of an original production that
includes everyone.   

School Residency
Program

“The Artists in School (Residency)
Program has been fabulous! Thank
you for all you did behind the scenes
to organize this and to make sure that
all the students had a blast while
learning and engaging! I appreciate
your energy, flexibility, and
enthusiasm with the students. What
a wonderful way to end the year!!”   
   - School Teacher

"Quest is awesome! I got to 
do so much. Not just acting but 

props and everything. 
Best camp EVER!”

- 7-year-old Camp Participant

Drama Classes
Crafting imaginative
experiences, led by

theatre professionals!Photo by Jennifer Jones
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Drama Day
Calgary Only
Suitable for K-6
5 Classes 
45 Minutes per class

This one-day program will bring an
expert artist into your school to
demonstrate developmental drama
activities that explicitly address mental
health, anxiety, relationship building, and
creating classroom wellbeing.

Developed in collaboration with the
Perlin Foundation For Wellbeing
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